


EcoGrid stands the test of time - time doesn't stop it looking and performing just like 

new!

This case study features a perfect example of the longevity of our product and why it 

always pays off to choose quality.

Car showroom firms, both small and large, have discovered that EcoGrid is ideal for 

their forecourts. Where there's land by a showroom, maybe a verge or a hill, the area 

can be quickly transformed into a perfect car display using our porous paving 

solutions.

Toyota's Wirral branch have had EcoGrid E50 installed for over 5 years!



This site's surfaces are still going strong, and like any benefiting from EcoGrid all over 

the globe, they are not only aesthetic to look at but also load bearing and highly 

permeable all year round. The leading ground reinforcement grids are made from 

100% recycled plastic and are the ultimate sustainable, eco-neutral solution.

When choosing a grid of this type, or more to the point any product in general, check 

if it's been around for any length of time and if you can still expect to have a proper 

installation like this many years down the line. 

 

Looking as good as the day it was installed!

Remember, this is 5 years on. There are also EcoGrid installations that have been in 

place even longer than that. 

New Market Racecourse, for one, used our paving solution in constructing their 



impressive VIP parking section. That was 15 years ago and the car park has seen 

heavy traffic from TV crew vans every time there is a televised horse race.

 

We offer a 20 year guarantee for a reason; we are totally confident in our product and 

its longevity. 

Get in touch to maximise the life of your next project with EcoGrid porous paving – the

World's No. 1 Permeable Paving and ground reinforcement system that ensures a 

surface is load bearing, aesthetic, permeable and easy to maintain.


